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Special Admit GPA Policy

Given the higher caliber students being admitted to Brockport’s Special Admission programs and Brockport’s commitment to student success, the College Enrollment Management Committee suggested the Senate consider eliminating the slight disparity currently existing between the probation and dismissal policies applicable to these students and regularly admitted students at Brockport. The administrators of the special programs (currently EXCEL, Exceptional Talent, Transition, and EOP) concur in the recommendation.

Senate legislation currently requires that some special admission students have a 2.0 cumulative GPA after their first two semesters at Brockport or be dismissed. A regularly admitted student could get a 2.0 GPA or better in his/her first semester at Brockport, do worse in the second semester, dropping below a cumulative 2.0 GPA, and simply be placed on Probation I at that time. A specially admitted student with a similar record would be subject to dismissal. The special admission programs provide enough structure and discipline in the design of their programs without the need to burden these students we are trying to help succeed with more onerous probation and dismissal policies than those imposed on regularly admitted students.

Resolved:
Students admitted to Brockport's special admission programs will be subject to the same probation and dismissal policies applicable to those regularly admitted to Brockport.
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